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 a question of Degree and/or distance



ad·ja·cen·cy
adjective \ - j -s nc\

: close or near

: sharing a border, wall,

or point



adjacencyfamiliar



Residential Bungalow + Convenience Store



Residential Bungalow +
Convenience Store =
Familiar Adjacency



Residential
Parking
Retail

=
Familiar

Adjacency



TYPICAL ADJACENCY MATRIX



TYPICAL ADJACENCY DIAGRAM
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Guggenheim Museum
Bilbao, Spain

Frank Gehry, architect



Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem, Israel



bricked in window. siteless
window.



Michigan Theater,
Detroit, MI



Michigan Theater,
Detroit, MI



Foreign Cinema Restaurant +
Modernism West Art Gallery
Mission District San Francisco, CA

Mediterranean restaurant  uses
the adjacent parti wall to

project independent films.

Flanked by an art gallery that

remains open late nights to

accommodate restaurant patrons.



Frank gehry. Art Gallery of Ontario



Aram Bartholl, Dead Drops, 2010, NY
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smoosh



smooSH/ verb   to squash, crush, or flatten.



SMOOSH = AN ARCHITECTURAL ADJACENCY MASHUP



MASH UP: a song or composition created by blending
two or more pre-recorded songs, usually by
overlaying the vocal track of one song seamlessly
over the instrumental track of . To the extent that
such works are "transformative" of original content,

they may find protection from copyright claims under
the "fair use" doctrine of copyright law.
--WIKIPEDIA
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church + liquor store
62nd and Damen, Chicago, IL



AMANDA WILLIAMS, THIS IS MY NURSERY SCHOOL (1997 THESIS DRAWING)

NURSERY SCHOOL (1977) + liquor store (2013)
79TH AND ASHLAND, Chicago, IL



79TH + S. ASHLAND AV, CHICAGO, IL
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Cant you see that when the language was new - as it was with

Chaucer and Homer - the poet could use the name of a thing and the

thing was  really there. He could say “O moon”…and the moon were

really there. And can’t you see that after hundreds of  years had gone

by and thousands of poems had been written, one could call on those

words and find that they were just worn-out literary words. The

excitingness of pure being had withdrawn from them…GERTRUDE STEIN



Collage should encourage critical attention rather than the suspension of disbelief--
Art of the Avant Gardes --Steve Edwards + Paul Woods



Albrecht Heubner. Envisioning Architecture (MoMA, New York, 2002) 1928: 58



Mies van der Rohe. Envisioning Architecture (MoMA, New York, 2002) 1942: 92



Thom Mayne



DAVID WOODHOUSE ARCHITECTS



Jean Nouvel. Architectural Design v.61 n.92 1991: 74



Gilbert lezenes and pierre soria



Cedric Price. Architectural Review v.137 n.815 Jan 1965: 8



Fabien Nystrom





DAVID WOODHOUSE ARCHITECTS



DAVID WOODHOUSE ARCHITECTS



Mies van der Rohe



Peter
Eisenman



Bernard Tschumi



DAVID WOODHOUSE ARCHITECTS, PROPOSAL FOR CHICAGO OLYMPIC BID





Amanda Williams
“Harlem as

Bilbao” Metropolis
as Metaphor, Studio
Museum in Harlem,

NY, NY



Amanda Williams “Harlem as Las Vegas” Metropolis as Metaphor, Studio Museum in Harlem, NY, NY



Olalekan b. jeyifous, Harlem/Haarlem, 2004



Olalekan b. jeyifous, manhattanville, 2012



Rem koolhaas, Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture, the strip, 1972



Rem koolhaas, Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture, the avowal, 1972
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Cognitive dissonance

Infra thin

duality

Pauli exclusion



potentialdegree + distance of
adjacencies

your definition of

hybridity =



Collage should encourage critical attention rather than the suspension of disbelief--

áArt of the Avant Gardes--Steve Edwards + Paul Woodsà


